Type of Project: Fellowship/Humor

Project Name: "Mad Libs"

Project Goal: To create laughter

Organizing Service Body: N/A, individual

Contact Information: Yana, yanasherman@aol.com or Susan, sharabi4@bezeqint.net (inspired by Mike B. - the originator of Mad Libs, OA Style).

Resources Needed (budget, volunteers, materials, etc.): One asks people to fill in words, such as verbs or nouns, to create a silly story based on things familiar (see attachments).

Results: Fun
MAD LIBS - "I PUT MY ..."

I Put My __________ In Yours... and together we can __________ what
(part of the body) (verb)

we could never __________ alone! No longer is there a __________ of
(verb - same as above) (one of the 5 senses)

hopelessness, no longer must we each __________ upon our own__________
(verb) (adjective)

willpower.

We are all together now, __________ out our __________ for power
(verb + ing) (part of the body - same as above - in plural)

and strength greater than ours, and as we __________ hands, we find
(verb)

love and understanding beyond our wildest __________.
(plural noun)
MAD LIBS – PREAMBLE

Overeaters Anonymous is a _________ - ship of __________ who,

through shared experience, strength, and hope, are __________ from

compulsive over - _________.

We welcome everyone who wants to stop

eating _________.

There are no _________ or fees for _________.

we are self - _________ through our own _________, neither ________

nor accepting outside _________. OA is not _________ with any

_________ or private organization, _________ movement, ideology, or

religious _________: we take no position on outside issues. Our

_________ purpose is to _________ from compulsive overeating and to

_________ this _________ of recovery to those who still _________.

---